I am in the process of securing the necessary rights and/or permissions to use the audio in my piece.

If you checked "Yes" to the preceding question, please check one of the following statements: I have the necessary rights and/or permissions to use the audio in my piece.

If I am in the process of securing the necessary rights and/or permissions, and understand that they must be secured prior to performance.

My material contains audio.

I have the necessary rights, permissions, and/or licenses to grant to ACM SIGGRAPH the rights described in this document regarding the materials. I retain the copyright to my work and will receive full attribution whenever the material is used.

I grant non-exclusive, irrevocable, perpetual, royalty-free worldwide rights to ACM SIGGRAPH to publish and distribute the material in the following publications and/or distribution channels through any and all platforms now known or hereafter developed; and to sublicense such rights. I have the necessary rights, permissions, and/or licenses to grant to ACM SIGGRAPH such rights to publish and distribute the material. The following are the publications and distribution channels utilized by the ACM SIGGRAPH organization and SIGGRAPH 2013 conference for the presentation of your material. You have the option to grant or deny them individually, do so by selecting "Grant" or "Deny" for each of the items below.

Written documentation of your accepted content (written description, including contact information):

Print publications: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Electronic publications: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Web sites: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Media/Press Materials: ……..Grant ……..Deny

Pictorial documentation of your accepted content (still images):

Print publications: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Electronic publications: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Web sites: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Media/Press Materials: ……..Grant ……..Deny

Video and audio materials:

Video-based documentation of your accepted content (supplemental material):

Electronic publications: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Web sites: ……..Grant ……..Deny
Media/Press Materials: ……..Grant ……..Deny

Video archives of SIGGRAPH conference presentations produced and distributed on DVD-ROM:

Grant ……..Deny

The ACM Digital Library.

Grant ……..Deny

Digital movie files in the ACM SIGGRAPH Video Review (SVR) publications:

Grant ……..Deny

Webcasts of SIGGRAPH conference presentations:

Grant ……..Deny

I grant ACM SIGGRAPH royalty-free, non-exclusive permission to use the materials, in their original forms and/or modified forms, for conference promotion and organization publicity, and I have the necessary rights, permissions, and/or licenses to grant to ACM SIGGRAPH these rights.

I understand that this means that such materials, in their original forms and/or modified forms, may be incorporated in any and all media, including, without limitation, posters, brochures, coffee mugs or other merchandise, computer software, online computer services, and any and all other mechanical or electronic means, methods, or devices now known or hereafter created, in connection with such promotion and publicity.

Furthermore, I warrant that if the materials include works of other individuals or organizations, I have the necessary permissions and/or licenses to allow ACM SIGGRAPH to use, modify, and make derivative from those works. In exchange, ACM SIGGRAPH provides full author/artist attribution on all promotional material.

If I believe that ACM SIGGRAPH has unreasonably modified my submission to change the character and expression of my submission, I agree that my sole and exclusive remedy against ACM SIGGRAPH shall be to send notice to ACM SIGGRAPH requesting that it discontinue that particular use. Upon receipt of such notice, ACM SIGGRAPH will discontinue such use, provided that ACM SIGGRAPH may continue such use with respect to copies of promotional materials remaining in inventory or on order, media already purchased and the like, as of the date of notice.